An Explosive Bomb-Inspired Method to Prepare Collapsed and Ruptured Fe2 O3 /Nitrogen-Doped Carbon Capsules as Catalyst Support.
Compared with integrated capsules, ruptured ones have better mass diffusion and transport properties due to large gaps in the shells. However, most studies focus on integrated capsules, whereas little attention has been paid to the ruptured counterparts. Herein, an explosive bomb-inspired method was employed to prepare collapsed and ruptured Fe2 O3 /nitrogen-doped carbon (CR-Fe2 O3 /NC) capsules by using polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles (NPs) as a hard template, and polypyrrole (PPy) with embedded Prussian blue (PB) NPs as the shell. During pyrolysis, PB is converted into Fe2 O3 , and PPy is carbonized to form NC. Importantly, the PS core decomposes into gas molecules, leading to high pressure inside of the capsule, which explodes the thin shell into pieces. The roles of shell thickness and amount of Fe2 O3 on determining the spherical or collapsed, and integrated or ruptured morphology were revealed. Taking advantage of structural merits, including large gaps, thin shells, low density, and high surface area, CR-Fe2 O3 /NC capsules were used as supports for Pd NPs. These capsules exhibited better catalytic activity than that of integrated ones. Due to the magnetic properties, they could be reused at least five times.